The TRUBLUE Auto Belay has quickly become the most trusted and most widely used auto
belay in the world due to its high quality design, patented magnetic technology, and reliable
performance. Here are some of the reasons the TRUBLUE is the best auto belay for your facility:
MAGNETIC BRAKING

STRICTEST SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

The TRUBLUE is the only auto belay on the market to use
magnetic braking technology. There are no contacting parts
in the magnetic braking system, making this technology more
reliable, low maintenance, and self-regulating.

Our TRUBLUE auto belay meets the strictest safety standards
of any auto belays on the market.

SELF-REGULATING SYSTEM
The magnetic braking inside a TRUBLUE adjusts automatically and
responds to the weight of the participant. This means children
and adults will enjoy a similar experience and rate of descent.

LARGEST WEIGHT RANGE
The TRUBLUE accommodates the largest weight range of any
auto belay, accommodating weights of 22 lbs (10kg) to 330 lbs
(150 kg). This allows kids and adults alike to try climbing and
get hooked on the sport.

LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP
The magnetic braking unique to TRUBLUE means there are no
contacting parts in the braking system that could wear out or
fail. This improves reliability while also reducing maintenance
cost over time.

FIELD REPLACEABLE WEBBING
The webbing is a wear component that will eventually need
replacing. Luckily, you can easily replace the TRUBLUE’s
webbing at your location. Our replacement webbings are also
less expensive than the competition’s, saving you significant
costs over time.
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TALLEST MOUNTING HEIGHTS
Our TRUBLUE XL model has a maximum mounting height of
65 ft (19.8m), giving our devices the tallest range of all modular
auto belay systems.

SIMPLE TO INSTALL OR RELOCATE
The compact, modular design makes the TRUBLUE easy to
install and allows it to be relocated if desired.

DON’T LET GO (BUT IT’S OK IF YOU DO)
It’s bound to happen; someone is going to accidentally let
go of the webbing, and it will retract to the device. With a
TRUBLUE, it is just a matter of pulling the webbing back down.
With our competitor, this simple mistake will likely break the
spring inside the device.

NO ASSIST UP THE WALL
Our retraction spring is strong enough to do its job but not
strong enough to tug you up the wall. You’ll feel secure
pressure from the TRUBLUE but not enough to assist you in
climbing. Sorry, we want to help you in many ways, but you’re
going to have to climb that wall yourself.
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